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L.iquor barred
f.rom Zia Club
By Ci:ndy FQster Reed
Signs are going up in the Zia
Club to remind UNM Lobo
Boosters that hquor isn't allowed
at University Stadium, Anthony
Hillerman, assistant to the
University president, said
Tuesday.
4
State liquor director .Jim Baca
asked for the signs in the private
-club, located on theupper level of
the stadium, last week when he
called for ''equal enforcement;" of
the no-liquor rule at the stadium,
Hillerman said.
Signs prohibiting· alcoholic
beverages are posted in the
stands of the stadium and Baca
wanted assurances that the no•
liqour rule would be enforced
equally in the ~;:lub-area,
Hillerman said.
"We're not going to have
anything going on in the Zia Club
that would eneoutage drinking,"
Billerrnan said.
He added, however, that strict
enforcement of the no-liquor rule
"is almost impossible unless you
shake dQWl1 eVel'y.one when they
eorne through the gate."
!'What happens is that s·ome
guy comes through the gate and
has a thermos under his arm.
Now, he-can have coffee or tea in
that thermos or he may have gill)
there is just no way you're going
to be able to tell which it is," said
Hillerman.
University_ officials . and the
liquor ditector contacted each
other "almost simultaneously"

c

la,st week over several liquorrelated questions, Hillerman
said.
While Baca. was calling over
the no-liqour rule at the
stadium, UNM officials were
interested
in
clarifying
procedures for the use of alcohol
at University-related events,
Rillerman said.
-utlivers1£y-relatea ·
organizations can obtain a onetime Hpicnic license" from a
liquor distributor to serve liquor
at
an
event, but the
organizations must first obtain
administrative approval, he said.
While this would not apply to
the Zia Club, since the University
administration does not want
liqour served .at University
Stadium, the question of
securing liquor permits does
come up at "art openings, benefit
dinners and the like'' sponsored
by
Univrsity-related
organizations, Hillerman said.
The administration is also
worldng to obtain state approval
for an on-campus Psychology
Depar.tment study of the effects
of alcohol on the thought process,
he said,
The department has been
Conducting .off-campus studies
for several years. Officials in the
Provost's Office would like the
studies moved on campus to head
off any potential transportation.
problems arising from moving
subjeqts and person:n.el on and off
campus, Hillermansaid.

Females outn.umber
males at UniVersity
By Claudia P~de.-'s~n
There are more women than
men attending UNM this fall.
Final enrollment figures show
there are 10,772 men>and 11,261
women at ONM.
The total of 17,980 un·
dergraduate students this year is
an increase of 2.58 percent over
last fall's enrollment of 17,527.
There are .3,083 graduate
students this fall, · there were
3,1lllastfall.
There are 340 Anderson
Graduate School of Management
students this faU. There were 285
in the fall of 19'78.
The number ·of law students
has ris(ln only sli~htly .. There
were 324 law students last faU,
there ~e 329 students this falL
The number of medical
students has inc.teased by only 1
this year. Ther~ ate 301 rnedica.l
students. this fall •.
Final enrollment statistics
indieate that all stpdent grouP.s
except rnedicru students ar¢
taking more eredi~ hours this fall
semester. There was an overall

.79 percent increase in credit
-hours.
The largest single group of
students is freslunen. There are
4,590 freshmen .• The next. largest
group is sopho~ores with 4,112
students. Non-degree students
ate next with 3,441 followed by
graduate students with 3,083.
l:n. a breakdown of the UNM
tmpuiation by ethnic groups, the
single largest group is white non·
Hispanic students. There are
15,281 students in this group.
There · are . 4 ,971. Hispanic
.students, 672 Amei"iGttn Indian or
(:On(lniJIId on pefiel

Sandra Whitlock, a student in-Jim Jacobs 'Studio Fundatn~Jntals class, works on her interpretation of
the duck potul. The class spent Tl1esday'$1ab t/tnepaintin,g the pond. (Photo by Jeanette King).

ASUNM allocations under new rule
By Kahaleola Chong
The · AStJNM finance committee reViewed 28 appropriation
bills Monday that will come
before the Senate today.
The committee established a
criterion that an organiza.tionhas
to base money requests on
services it could provide for the
whole campus and not just Jor
the organization.
_ 'iWe're ke~ping the needs. of
the entire student body in mind
~by doing ·this, I ' 'said Peter

NCAA demands UNM respanse
The University of New Mexico has received a letter of official
inqUiry . from the National Collegiate Athletic Assaciation
alleging irregularities in the lJNM basketball program. · . •
The·. Urtiversity has until Feb. 11 .1980, to investigate the
allegii.t\ofis, det~fmiriewhether they are. true and to respond to
the NCAA.
ONM President William .E. na.vis, who is In ldaho to attend
rtot believe
memorial services for a longlime friend, ·said. he
it apptopirate for the University to ~omment on the allegations.

does

.Pierotti, committee chairman.
Most of the appropriations were
approved for the fall semester
only.
11
We're setting a ceiling of
$30 1 000 to give to the
organizations, so that we Gttn
invest the rest of the money in
projects that provide services to
students or income to ASDNM, 11
Pierotti said.
According to estimates ob·
tained from SUB Associate
Director Micheal S. Roeder,
$41,900 is avallahle for ap•
propriatioris for the fall. He
estimated there would be $24,300
forspringappropriatlomii..
Roedel' said that the appropriatiorts for the whofe year
total$66,200.
~At Monday1s finance hearing,
ASONM President ·Mario Ortiz
said that the lJNM ad·
ministration has glveJ:i money >to
AStJNM.

."The $15,000 is thE!re as of
now/' Ortiz said. He said that
this money would be used to fund
three appropriation hills for the
Daily Lobo, the New Mexico
radio station, KtJNM, and the
Intramural Recreational Board.
Eachgroup
asked
for$4,000.
.
·-'
Most of the groups coming
before the committee to justify
their money .requests ended up
compromising and having their
budgets cut. ·
One organization whose ap•
propriation w~s reduced greatly
was the Resident Hall Stu'dent
Association. lts originru request
of $3,250, was ~hopped to $1 1475
for the frul satnester.
Another group, thi:l lnter•
fraternity Council, had its budget
cut from $2,600 to $650.
These and other appropriation
. hills will come up for approval
before the Senate today at 4 p.m.
intheSUB, Rooms250A•E,
-
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Byrd refuses to delay vote

National Briefs

WASHINGTON
(UPI)-Senate Democratic
leader Eooert Byrd rejected a call
'
W ASRINGTON (UP!) -The Senate today passed a new version of Tuesday to delay a vote OJl SALT
legislation implelnentlng the Panama Canal treaty and sent it to the until after the 1980 presidential
House, where approval is expected this week.
election, but indicated he may be
The bill was reworked by a Rouse·Senate conference committee willh1g to postpone action until
Monday after the Rouse voted .last week to reject a compromise plan .early next year.
negotiated earlier.
"We could very well have a
Managers .of the bill predicted the Rouse would accept the latest decision
in
January
or
version of the legislation when .it goes to the floor Wednesday.
February," Byrd said in response
The measure was approved by the Senate on a 63.32 vote.
to Sen. John Warner, R·Va., who
The bill is ne.eded to carry out provisions of the Panama Canal asked for a delay until198I.
treaties-ratified by .the Senate after a lengthy debate last
Byrd last Saturday told his
year-which gives the waterway to Panama in the year 2000.
weekly news conference he felt
the Senate should vote on SALT
by the end of 1979.

Senate passes canal measure

Powerful battery developed

Warner's refusal for a post·
ponement "represents a growing
feeling in the Senate."
Byrd, who is inclining towards
the treaty, opposed undue delay
although he clearly relaxe(l his
schedule, which originally called
fO!' a vote in mid-November .
"Delaying action on the treaty
Would, in my judgement, kill it,"
Byrd said.
However, Byrd acknowledged
it w6uld be Inopportune to bring
up the SALT treaty while the
administration seeks to resolve
pn impasse with Moscow over
Soviet troops in Cuba.
Later, as the Senate debated
Panama 0Mal legislation, Sen,
Robert Dole, R-Kan., urged
speedy resolution of the Soviet
troops problem.

Senat.e Republican leader
Howard Baker, who opposes
WASHINGTON (UPI)- General Motors today announced SALT II as it now stands,
development of a battery more than twice as powerful as previous pnes
supported Warner. Baker said
that will go a long way toward production of electric-ppwered vehicles
by the mid ·1980s.
General Motors President E.P. Estes told a news conference the
company has not decided yet whether to put the zinc·niclde-oxide
battery in a car or small van for use In crowded downtown areas.
WASHINGTON
(UPI)-Consumer prices,
''Whichever it is, it will be a specially designed, specific-purpose
vehicle for relatively short trips for use withh1 certain local areas," heavily Influenced by energy products, surged
upward by 1.1 percent last month, buffeting
Estes said.
Americans
with the worst yearly inflation since
The new battery can store from 2 to 2 1/2 times as much energy as
-1946,
the
government
reported Tuesday. --conve_ntiona1lead•acid batteries, GM-said.
Steep
rises
in
virtually
all consumer categorie.'l,
_"We've cleared a major technologicaL obstacle to our plans to begin
particularly
energy
and
housing,
all but obscured
·offering electric· powered vehicles in the mid·l980s," he said.
"With a top speed of around 3,000 miles, electric vehicles can fill an the only positive note in the new inflation repor•
t- the third straight month of declining grocery
important niche in our transportation system," Estes said.
·
''But it will be long time .before they replace conventional gasoline prices.
The Labor Department said its price index for all
·
or diesel vehicles for genera.! use.
urhau consumers stood at $221.1 last month,
meaning goods and services costing $100 in 1967
went for $221.10 in August.
And, in a separate report, the department said
weekly earnings of an average family of four,
LITTl..E ROCK, Ark .. (UPI) ~The state today clos~ to newsmen
adjusted for inflation, fell 0.9 percent duririg.
an informa1 extradition hearing at the request of an attorney for a August.
woman accused of stealing her 6-year·old daughter from her grand·
The news raised alarm on Capitol Hill.
parents in California in a ''class struggle" that has a rous~ the
Sen. Lloyd Bentsen, D·Texas, chairman of
passions of liberal groups nationwide,
Congress' Joint Economic Committee, said the
Attorney Matt Horan of Fayetteville told newsmen he wanted the Iateat price figures, coup!~ With the August rise in
hearing private because, ''It's a small room and the presence of unemployment to 6 percent, "are very much like
reporters and camera lights might have a cert11in in· being hit by both hurricane David and hurricane
timidating.. ,effect On J:ny Client."
Frederic at the same tirn.e."
'fhe woman, Cam alia Miller, is Urging Gov. Bill Clinton not to send
He said the dollar, as measured against its va1ue
ber back to California to stand trial for child theft, burglary and flight in 1967, now has declined to45 cents.
to avoid prosecution.
The 1.1 perc.ent consumer price .increase for
August meant inflation ov.er the first eightmonths

Campus Briefs

"It is becoming mo1·e and more
difficult to remain in the uncommitted column · without a
resolution of the issue," Dole
said.
Byrd promised no hurried
action to push SALT through. the
Senate,
''I'm not going to ca11 up the
treaty if there are only 55 votes in
favor," he said.
"I would advocate that we not
put this treaty offunitl next year
and have it discussed in the heat
of a presidential campaign," be
said.
"If the treaty were put off, it
would free the Soviets to proceed
with deployment of the SS-16
missiles, build more bacl<fire
bombers, mise the number of
MIRV wm·heads to more than 10

Regents move
meeting date
'
The
UNM Board. of Regents
has moved today's scbed\lled
meeting to Oct. 18, said Henry
Jaramillo president of the board.
J ara.millo said the date of the
meeting was changed because of
a conflict oin schedules,
"It's hard to get all the Board
members together at the same
time.'' be said.
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&pecla.cular
Sa.t. Sep. 29
Show Starts 8:00PM
SUB Ballroom
Do.on' Open 7:30
Tickets: $5 advance $.6 at door
'Ticket Info; 294-2945
266-8933
821-3767
299-8421

~~~~~ocr"

Conceptions
Southwest
On Sale Toda_y

Choir Day set
for Saturday

8-ball tourney

The UNM department of music
has invit~ high school singers
from schoo]s throughout New
Mexico, Colorado and Te;x;as to
participate in th~ third annual
Choir Day, Saturday.
John Clark, UNM director of
choral .activities, said Choir Day
will give high school students
education opportunities that are
not available il~ their com·
munlties and also provide the
challenge of advanced work.
Tickets for the production are
$1 and are avail!lble at the door
at the UNM Fine Arts Box Office
in the Fine Arts Center.

set for SUB

of 1979 climbed at a 13.1 percent annual rate.

Officials said the eight·rnonth rise .was the
sharpest since 1946, when prices jumped by 18.2
percent as the nation began recovering from World
War II. - · ·· --- - nrk~<> l ,- nnd 12,4 percent during the January.
At.::l>.. · · '·- ~ 1974, the IJecondyearoftheArab
oil evbar1 ·.
1,, only year in the past three
decades to· ,;,,;:r.: • with 1979.
The admini~tration has officially p·redicted a
1979 inflation rate of 10.6 percent, but Treasury
Secretary G. William Miller believes it may reach

11.

Millet said Tuesday if proper strategy is pursued, "we can bend inflation down a little each year
so that by 1985 it should be down below 4 percent
but I don't think we can promise anything !:Jette;
than that."
Pump prices for gasoline rose 4 percent in
August, and are up 46.1 percent over the past 12
months, Horne heating oil jumped 7.1 percent and
now is 56.4 percent higher than a year ago. The
average price for all tYPes of gasoline was 96 •.7
Cents a gallon, up 3. 7 cents from July. So far this
year, average gasoline prices h11ve jumped 28.2
cents.
The average price per gallon of home heating oil
was 80 cents last. month and has climbed 25.5 cents
this year•

Course focus
on children

Choosing literature for children
at different ages to aid per·
sonality development will be the
focus of a five~session cours~Jc
beginning Oct, 3 offered through
UNM children's mental health
programs.
"Children's Literature and
Guided Fantasy - An Aid to
Personality Development" will
be taught in Wednesday night
sessions from 7:30 to 9:30p.m. at
An eight-ball tournament will Programs for Children, Bernalillo
be held Saturday morning at the County Menta.! HealthMentaL
SUB for-all students, faculty and · Retardation Center, 2600 Marble
staff. The double-ellmination NE. The course is open to all
tournament will begin at lOa.m.
interested adults.
'rhcte will be a $2 entry fee.
Instructors are clinical child '
Interested persons can sign up at psychologist Eobert Duncan of
the Games Room in the Student BCMRMRC
and
special
Union .Building.
education teacher Linda Brooks
The tournament will have a of New Mexico Children's
prize for the first·, second·· and Psychiatric Center.

Prices continue upward surge

Child theft hearing closed off

"Rather than focus on style
and. lHerary. crit.icsm, we'll
emphasize how to fit stOries to
children at different stages of
development and how to un·
derstand and encourage the·
complex interaction between
literature and- personality
development," said Duncan.
A $20 registration fee includes
the cost of all printed materia1s
,.for the course.
~

thirtl·place finisher. 'fhe priz.e
will oe '1'-shirt and a complementary dinner ticket.
Last year's
eight-hall
tournament winner was SUB
employee Roger Padma.

or

Agora training sessions end

r
I

·.

Earn Over $690 A Month
Right Through Your
Senior Year

'!'raining sessions for 40 new Agora volunteers will be corning to a
close this week, raish1g the counseling group's membership to ap·
proximately 90 volunteers, said Joe Deboines, internal director of
Agora.
The sessions, wJlich began Sept. 12, includ~ at least 15 hours of
training in such areas as keeping a conversation going, exchanging
roles a11d a special session on how to deal with potential suicide vic·
lims, said Deboines.
Agora is comprised of student staff members, board members and
volunteers who offer help, make Sl)ggestjons and sometimes
recommend another agency that may be more beneficial to the person
in trouble, Deboines· sald. He said the center had approxim!ltely 50
members before conducting a memoership drive that boosted the
number of volunteers to 90.
"All of our volunteers are trained in peer counseling," said Polly
Park, student director at Agora. "We are not professionals and we
don't pretend to be.:"
During the fall and spring semesters Agora averages 12 calls a day,
she said.
,
"Most of the calls we receive ate from students \vho are new to the
University and are missing their friends,'' said Park. ''They just need
someone to talk to, and fortunately Agora is there to listen."
Personality or mental disorders that need long-term therapy are
usuatly referred to the Student Health Center, said Park.
Agora, on the ground float of the northwest corner of Mesa Vista
Hall, tries to be open 24 hours a day, seven days a week, said Park.

Businesses
may cut ·fee
By Kahaleoln Chong
"There's a good chance of
getting student businesses
started this semester and offering
services at a cheaper rate to
students," said ASUNM-Senator
Fred Rock.
Rock, a member of the
ASUNM
presidential ap·
pointments. committee, said th&t
once some of thes!' businesses
generate their own money,-" we
could eventually cut the activity
fees down from what it .is now.
''There's a lot of unity in this
year's Senate and I think there's
an excellent chance of starting
projects that stud<1nts want,'' he
said.
He said that some oft he issues
he's concerned with include the
parking problem at the
University.
"There are parking spaces
available on north campus, with
fre0 bus service to and from that
carea, but the _problem is that
most students -want to park near
their classes and this creates a
parking congestion," Eock said.
"The present parking lots need
to be re·ev.aluated and alter·
natives need to be looked at to
encourage students to either car·
.
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Figures indicate
enrollment is up
continued from pago1

Give in to a tempting new sensation. Its pdmitive as a jungle,
pulsating as excited love. Lavish in this unique blend,

We're at the corner of Yale & Central
and we're open 'till midnight seven days a week.

Do.ii!:J $:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.

EVERY MONTH

=
=
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A 851 Bank

.

Student check cashing policy
now in effect! Corn.e see us.

mauon Hall room 205

.....

AMERICAN
BANK OF
COMMERCE

Our cosmetic department now has available a
complete line of Jovan Musk fragrances for'
men and women. Discover its power!

• lovanSex Appeal, Jovan Eau Fresh, or regular
Musk OilBubbJe Bath; hand and body moisturiz·
ing lotion & musk oil for the bath.
• Jovan Sex Appeal Cologne or regu Jar Musk
Seem for men and women.
• Also available, over 10 dilfereni lnirodudion size
toiogrtes by Jovan for ll)en and women.
• 0/eg Casslni for Men by Jovim.
'
A blend of f!uropean charm and American
charisma !hails as uniquely at ease wilh denim
as if Is wlth a dinner ]ilckei.
• 0/eg CasS.ini fot Women by Jovall
Dclicale and beautifuL A fragrance
that captures .. , wilhoul taming ••• the
very essence of feminine allure.

.

=-

Lobo Campus Pharmacy

. , . If you're a senio~ or a jun~or w~thin 18 months of graduation maJonng In math, phystcs or engmeenng, the Navy has a program you
should know about.
It's called the Nuclear Propulsion Officer Candidate-Collegiate
Program (NUPOC-Cfor short) and,if you qualify., you can earn as
much as $690 a month right through your senior year. Then after 16
weeks of Officer C:andidate S~hool, you'll receive an additional year
of a,dvanc~ tec~lhiCal education. At the end of the year of training,
you lhecetve a $3,000 cash bonus.
It ~sn't ea~y. Ther~ are fewer than 400 openings and only one of
every stx applicants wdl be selected. But if you make it, you'll have
qualified for an elite engineering training program. With unequaled
hands-on. r~spon~ibility, .~. $2~,000, plus .salary in four years, and giltedged quahftcahons for Jobs m pnvate mdustry should you decide to
leave the Navy later. (But we don't think you'll want to.)
Ask your placement officer to set up an interview with a· Navy
representative when he visits th~ ~ampus on October 1~3 or contact
your Navy representative at 766-2335 (Mllect).

.

We Offer:
• Savings Accounts Earn interest of 5.2%
compounded daily - paid
monthly
• Loans
• Certificates of Deposit
• Notary Service
• Drive-Up Banking

J------------4

Native Alaskan students, .491
foreign students, 424 black
students and 194 Asian or Pacific
~slander students.
The above figures represent
undergraduate, graduate, law
and medical students at UNM.

'"l'he faculty people have their
own lounge on cam pus and so
should we," he said.. "Whether
we !)ave a pub or not, students
are still going to drink and this
would serve a social need for
students," he said.
on-the -tuition- issue,. Rock
wants to see it lowered, "but with.
inflation going up and the UNM
admiuistra.tion dishing out
money to ouild, to landscape and
fund other projects, it's going to
be hard," he said.

= EARN INTEREST =

Brazilian ·musician Heitor

.

pool or catch the bus to school,"
he. said..
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Correction
Villa·Lobos will be the
featured composer at the free
concert today at the UNM
Fine Arts Center.. The Lobo
Tuesday incorrectly llsted
Villa-Lobos as a performer.
'l'he Lobo regrets the error.

Fred Rock

!.VISA~
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2706 Central, SE
Across from UNM
Main oflicei 200 Lomas Blvd., N W
Albu·querque International Airport
225 San Mateo Blvd., NE .
.
!l300 Louisiana blvd., NE/ Atrisco &
Central SW/ Carlisle·& Montgomery NE
Eubank&.:Monfg!!ou!tyNE
.

.
.
.
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An Equal Opportunity Emphiver M/F
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Member FDIC
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Editorial

Religious discussion, not argument
Rel)gion is g<;~ining p.opularity on
many college campuses today.
Students are either discovering a
new faith in the existence of a
higher being or renewing the faith
they were taught in earlier years.
And with thi$ filith, milny feel the
need or desire to spread their
discovery to others. This is not
new-disciples of variou,s religious
doctrines have been spreading their
ideologies since time began.
Most of us have had some experience witn persons seeking to
persuade us of some religious ideal.
We have talkecl with people doing

DOONESBUAY
by Garry Trudeau

"missionary" work for their church can see if It is a legitimate his views, too. Remember, a
.or organization, or we've par- organi~atlon, and even ifthe person discussion works both ways-it is
ticipated in religious surveys. And is persistent, he can say no to not the time to try and shove your
views down someone else's throat,
we've even heard of, or ex- them.
regardles>; of whether he agrees.
Everyone
also
has
the
right
to
perienced, some of the more
discuss
his
religious
beliefs
with
unconventional modes of seeking
Religion is by its nature a very
religious converts-such as being others. Naturally, the discussions
emotional,
subjective issue. It is
approached by a ''cult" member are persuasive, but just how
also
a
very
personal
one, with each
who is soliciting a donation In pers~asive should they be? When
his
own
unique view.
person
having
return for an instructional pamphlet the friendly disct~ssion turns into an
The first amendment to the
p~blished by his group or watching arm"twisting argument, someone's
religious freedom in being infringed Constitution guarantees freec:lom of
'1 news program about it.
religion-and that means every
on.
citizen
of this country has the right
Trying
to
convince
someone
that
And this is fine. Anyone should
to
hold
his views- not be forced to
your
views
are
the
right
ones
is
fine,
be wary of persons seeking a
a9ree
with
yours.
donation for a religious group. He as long as you listen and consider

Letters
Senate different
Editor:
During the first four weeks of the
fall semester, a number of letters to
the Editor have .expresoed concern
over the ability of the ASUNM
Senate to properly meet the needs
and concerns of the students.
Comments from many uninformed
people have referred to the "cir·
cus" or "clowns" who make the
policy decisions of ASUNM.
A great amount of the criticism
has little or no foundation. The
present group of ASUNM Senators
has taken a new and exciting
approach to the duties of the
ASUNM Senate. The Senate is
presently drvided Into a working
committee structure, where the
primary modification of legislation
occurs. The committees have been
meeting on a regular basis,
following developed guidelines,
and carefully modifying legislation
before it rea.clies tfie Senate floor.
The Senat.ff of this semester-has
moved weekly meeting times to 4
p.m. on Wednesdays to meet an
expressed goal of making Student
Government more accessible to the
students,
The ASUNM Senate has taken
on a serious ,commitment to be
responsive to the needs of the
students.
~('w ~fe:t'fco

Students, faculty, and staff
should carefully view the present
ASUNM Senate before pointing a
ffnger of _ incompe_tence and
neglect, This ASUNM Senate is
working to return credibility to
Student Government, and they
deserve a fair chance to prove their
abilities.
Gary Golden
Assistant Dean of Students
Advisor to ASUNM Senate

Support Dawson
Editor:
This is an open letter to the
officers and senators of the
ASUNM Senate.
We the oificers and members of
the UNM Student Council for
Exceptional Children would like to
thank you for your financial and
moral support of Senator Norm
Dawson in his effort to remain a
senator despite the constraints put
on him by the refusal of the
. University administrators to defry
the cost of his interpreters. We
recogni~e that the Se.nate is
operating under difficult finand'ial
restraints, and we also know that
you have no legal obligation to foot
the bill, so we thimk you all the
more for your gesture of moral
commitment to Norm's cause
through your appropriations for
him. We would also like to express

our support in your efforts to make
the adminsitration Jive up to its
proported commitment to the
_ rights_ of the handicapped. The
University has put this commitment
in writing in the current bulletin.
AccOrding to the bulletin Norm
Dawson has a .right to expect
financia.l help from the University. If
there Is any way that we can assist
the Senate in speedin9 the process
of bringing the administration
around to its responsibility, please
feel free to conta.ct us at any time.
Officers and members
UNM Student Council for
Exceptional Children
•

PIRG awareness
Editor:
I would like to familiarize the
UNM student body with an
organization sponsored through
ASUNM of which little seems to be
common knowledge.
The New Mexico Public Interest
Research Group lNM PII'!Gl., a nonprofit corporation under the State
of New Mex.ico, is a non-partisan,
local, student organization which
springs from the National PI RG
model begun In 1970 by consumer
activist Ralph Nader. There are now
150 chapters in 20 states which
engage in public interest research
and advocacy. NM PIRG has been
in existence on the 'UNM campus
since 1974.

The purpose of NM PIRG is to
coordinate student efforts in the
areas of consumer research and
public interest projects in ways
beneficial to students as well as to
the general public.
NM PIRG can benefit students in
various ways. Informative booklets
on a variety of topics published by
NM PIHG are available in our office,
free to university students, $.1
cahrge to the general public.
Independent credit for working on
original or NM PIRG-sponsored
projects may be earned up to a total
of 3 hours. Information on public
interest topics is available to
students working on projects or
papers for other .classes. Student
action in consumer oriented areas
relative to student problems and
interest can be organized and
effectuatedbyNM PIRG.
Students are invited to all board
meetings, where their input is
welcome and hig[lly encouraged.
Suggestions on what you would
fike to see us do are necessary .
Also, volunteers willing to he.lp us
are needed. And remember, if you
are working on project for a class
that is NM PIRG related, we would
like to collaborate our resources
and efforts. Please come by and get
to know us. We're at 1057 Mesa
Vista Hall.
Charlene Hirsch
NM PIRG Director
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Bikers horning in on~ sman
cars' parking spac~ and the
crumbling conditions of
Wyoming Blvd. are featured
in today's column.
Inside Track: 1 sometimes
park at the metered spaces on
Yale in front of the bookstore,
I bav.e a small foreign car and
motorcycles are constantly
being squeezed into the
parkb;ig spate with my car. It
makes it a hassle getting out
and besides, ill essense, I am
paying for their parking-shouldn't they be ticketed?--

s.uggest you contact t.he
University police,
Inside Tra.ck: Wyoming
Blvd. is a mess and dangerpus
to drive on. 'fhe C<mstruction.
is not always well-marked.
What are they doing out there
and when will it be done?·"
P.H,
"'l'hey''
are
the
A!buq11erque City Water
Resourses Department and
the department's public
relations
representative,
Karen Marston said they are
replacing a water main on
Wyoming.
She said th«re hav.e
D.G.
been a Jot of problems with
Walter Birge, head of
w11ter pipe lea.ks on that
parking servic~s. said it is the
stretch of road, so the city has
Universities policy to ticket
decided to replace the whole
motorcycles if it is apparent
that they are using part of a
main. She said the project will
car's parking space, H_e~_said _ take about-seven marl! weeks-they cim't -c-atch everyone. who
to complete.
Marston also said that the
practices this, but they are
barricades located ·there are
trying. If you have anymore
b;ispected by the city public
problems with the bikes, we

Pharmacy professor
dies in Albuquerque
William, Carl Fiedler, pharmacy professor at UNM for more
than 24 years and. an avid
historian of early New .Mexico
pharmacy, .died in Albuquerque
Sept. 22. Funeral service;; will be
held today at 9 a .. m. at St.
Charles Borromeo C11tholic
Church.

A number of Fiedler's students
are circulating. a petition to have
the Nur;;ingPharmacy Building
renamed after Fielderc
·"He was practically the corrterstone of the pharmacy
dep11nnent," said one or Fiedler's
students. "I don't know if there
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works division. She ;;aid there
have been problems . with
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b'cs!' llme·bcing Tuesday mornings from 9:_00 to. noon,
or leave a message at th!! LobiJ office in Marron Hal_!,
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He was a registered phar·
macist in Indiana and New
Mexico. Fiedler, 51, was the
author of such .articles as "Ghost
Town Medicine Chest," and "The
New Mexico License That Went
to China."
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was anyorte who left the progr11m
who wasn't influenced in some
way by the m11n."
The well- knoWrt professor
was founder of the New Me.xico
Pharmacy Museum, located at
UNM' s College of Pharmacy. He
had done extensive research into
.the healing heritage of New
Mexico, including ministrations
of Indian medicine men and the
practices -of -t-he Spanish ,
curanderas. He was working on a
written pharmacy history ·of the
state at .the time of his death.
Fiedler, a graduate of Purdue
University, WIIS a member ofRho
- Chi pharmacy honorary society,
Phi t,ambda Upsilon, Sign:1a Xi,
National Catholic Pharmacist's
Guild and the American Society
of the History of Phann11cy. He
also belonged to the New Mexico
Historical Society and New
Mexico
Pharmaceutical
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The Most

Movie Comedy Of All Time

THE MATTY SIMMONS- IVAN REITMAN PP.bDUOION
"NATIONAL LAMPOON'S ANIMAL HOUSE""""'"" JOHNilELUSHI ·11M MATHESON'JOHN VEP.NON
VEP.NA OLOOM ·THOMAS HULCE and DONALD .SUTHEPJ.AND OllENN1Nus
Produced by MATTY Sl.MMONS and IVAN 1\EITMAN 'MusicbyElMEfl.OEP.NSTEIN
Written by HAROLD MMIS. DbUGLAs KENNEY 6 CHP.I5, MILL£1\ · Directed by JOHN LANDIS
'
Song "ANIMAL HOUSE" Compoled and Performed by 5$'HEN IJlSHOP
.
A~MI\W.~ TtQiN.ICbl.bf\8

'~N~it:oolL~;,_pcons~ll~l Ho~"

IO,igt(IOI: souncflrockS_ en-NO. ·necords ts ·Topes I .Ma.i~ QOOk or N~Cn±> ai'l.:f Dcidi!.i~
Ct9tfi UNIVERSAL tl:f'l' STUDIOS, FHC
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STARTS SEPT 28th

AT A ZOO NEAR YOU!
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Police report theft, vandalism
The UNM p.;>lice blotter
recorded the following reports for
the week of Sept. 14-21.
Sept. 14-$l14 from a safe and
$15 I)-om. a desk drawer were
tali:en from a desk in a room in
Johnson Gym. Police reported no
sign of forced entry on the office
door or safe.
--A light meter, two lenses and
two cameras were taken from a
storage closet in the Learning
Materials L11boratory, CoUege of
Educato.n. Police estimated the
value ofthe equipment at $890,
--A license plate was taken from .a
car parked on Las Lomas, north
of Hokona Hall.

--A notebook and bus pass were
taken from an open bookshelf in
the UNM Bookstore
Sept. 15-A person at Medical
Building 113 broke front windows
of the building with fists and was
restrained by UNM Police, The
person was taken to Bernalillo
Qounty M!ldical Center for
treatment and then transferred to
Bernalillo County Mental Health
Center.
Sept, 16-A motorcycle was
pushed over into l!nother
motorcycle at the parking lot
northeast of Hokona HalL .
Sept. 17 -A rear license pll!te
was removed from a car parked in

the Coronado parking lot.
--A shoulderbag and contents
($25 cash, New Mexico driver's
license, waUet and credit cards)
was taken from the SUB
Ballroom.
--A vacuum cleaner was taken
from I! custodial closet in Mesa
Vistl! HalL
·-A car was taken from the
parking lot at Cornell NE and
RedondoNE.
·-A windshield was broken out of
a. pick-up truck parked in the
parking lot .on the east side of
Coronado Hall.
Sept. 18-A battery was
removed from a UNM vehicle

Campus Interviews

TI Equipment Group

Legislcitive log

Match your degree to our multitude of openings.
(U.S.

'fhis is the current status of ASUNM legislation (AP·I!ppropriation
bill, R-resolution)~

Citizenship required)

BILLS INTRODUCED:

--------------------Degrees-------------------Electrical Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Industrial Engineering
Materials Science
Engineering Physics
Engineering Mechanics

SubstituteAP15 (Baca). $2.,326to Homecoming Committee.
AP32 (no sponsor listed), $772 to National Orgl!nization for
Women.

Optics (Engineering)
Manufacturing Technology
Process and Plastics
Engineering
Computer Science
(Software/Hardware)

AP33 (no sponsor listed). $1,560 to Student American Pharml!ceutical Association.
AP34 (Btuin, Dawson), $2,000 to Conceptions Southw~t
magazine.

-------------------Openings-------------------

Engineering/Computer
Software/Hardware
Microwave Development
Field Test Support
Logic Design
Optics Design- Thin Film Coating
Environmental Design
Space Telecommunications
Infrared Reconnaissance
Thin/Thick Film Design
Fab Liaison Engineering
Test Equipment Design
NC Programming
Systems Analysis
. Cryogenics-Heat Transfer
Manufacturing Supervision
Printed Wiring Board Engineering
FAB Methods
·
Signal Processing
Production Contol
Fu~ctionaiManufa?turing Engineering
ProJeCt Manufactl.mng
Engineering Control
Digital/Analog Circuit Design
Therrna/ Analysis
Mechanical Packaging
Tool Design
Antenna Design
Laser DeveJopment

Radar Design
Computer Software
Assembly Methods
Computer-aided Design
Computer·aided Testing
Aerodynamics
Control Systems
Applied Mechanics
Quality and Reliability Assurance
Manufacturing Information Systems
Microprocessor Design .
Minicomputer Applications
Mechancial Design
Automated Test Equipment
Maiiufacfurlng
Project-oriented
Manufacturing involving:
• Coordinating
Manufacturing
Schedule Commitments
·Cost-Control/Budget
Development
·Use of Heal-Time .
Computer Systems
Manufacturing Supervision
Assembly Methods
Fab Methods
Tool Design
NO Programming

_
Live in Dallas
----The Southwest's largest and liveliest metropolitan area.

Dis coverall the glitter and gl~mour, spectacular sport and high fashion Dallas is
famous for- yetan econom1cal pl,ace to ma~e a horne. Cost of living is way be row
t~e urban U.S. average. A_nd there s no state mcome tax. The country's 7th largest
c1ty has ~ear-round sunshme plus lots of lakes and facilities to enjoy it. Dallas and
surrounding ~re~ has47 colleges, 50 hospitals, 2 major medical education and
research InstitUtions, and a wealth of major rnedia and entertainment.

------~------·-~------·-.·--lnterviewihg on Ccunpus
October 1 0·11
·------~--·

------

lfunable to interview at this time, send resume to: Ruth Lodowski!Texas lnslruments/P. o. Box226015, M.S. 222/Dallas, Texas 75266.

4P
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS·
INCORPORATED
An equal opportunityernployer M/F

parked at the Physical Plant east side of Coronado HalL
yard.
--Six books and three . record
.. A watch and $35 were taken albums were reported stolen from
from a locker in the Johnson the .Art Education Building.
·
Gym men's locker· room.
--A parking permit was taken
--A wallet was taken .from a purse from a car parked in "B" lot
at Johnson Gym practicecfie]d;
Castett_er HalL
·· '
-·A license plate was removed --A m11le Galler stilted that a
from a parked car in the parking bomb would go off on camplJs
lot east of La Posl!da.
(Scholes Hall) at IO a.m. UNM
--A bicycle was removed from the police found no bomb,
bike rack on top of Physics Lab
Sept. 20- A bicycle was taken
and Lecture Building.
from the east side of Coronado
--A motorcycle was taken from H!!ll.
the motorcycle parking Jot west -·Two Rodak Carousel projecof Mitchell HalL
tors, two zoom lenses, one lamp
Sept. 19- UNM police .officers .and a carrying case were taken
at 2:08 a.m. investigated a
from an office Jn the UN.M Cancer
disturbance l!t KUNM Radio
Research
Center. The articles
Station.
were privately owned,
--A wallet was taken from I! --A book valued at $25 was taken
drawer in an office in Medical from the UNM Bookstore.
Building #1 La bora tory.
Sept, 21-A bicycle was taken
--A bicycle was taken from the from the west side ofBCMC,

AP35 (no sponsor listed), $1,625 to UNM Pre-Medical Professions
Club.
·
AP36 (no sponsor listed), $259 to ASUN.M government for United
States Student Association Board of Directors meeting.
AP37 (Ervin), $320 to The Student Production Group, emergency.

BILLS DEFEATED:
AP4b, $1,416 to Blue Key (withdrawn by sponsors)_
AP15, $2,336 to Homecoming Corn.rnittee.(replaced by Substitute
AP15).
AP23; $5,335 to Union Activities Program (Withdrawn by span·
sors).
•
AP31, $850 to New Mexico Forensic Union (withdrawo by sponsor),

I
1
I

I

BILLS APPROVED J3Y COMMITTEES:
AP3b, Resident Halls Student Association, reduced to $14'75 for
fall semester only.
AP7, Student American Dental Hyo-iene AssoCiation roouced to
~M.
~
'
AP8, Student Council for Exceptional Children, reduced to $1,365.
AP9, Delta Sigml! Pfbusinesshonorary, reduced to S612 for fall
semester only.
Council, reduced to $650 for fall semester
APlO, Interfraternity
only.
-0

APll ,. Student Activities Publications, reduced to $1791 for fall
sern.ester only.
AP12, Student Activities Free Daytime Program, reduced to $500
for fall semester only.
AP13, General Honors, reduced to$455.20.
AP14,_ $4000 to lntramuml and Recreation Board.
SubstttuteAP15, $2,326 to Homecoming Committee.
AP16, $1,000 to Alumni Association for Hodgin Hall renovation.
AP17, $4,000 to the Lobo.
AP18, $4,000 to KUNM..
AP19, MEChA, reduced to $2,878 for fall semester only.
AP20,. $167.45 to Sen. Mike Austin to reimburse him for book
excnge advertisements.
·
.AP21, Undergraduate Student Association Career Placement and
Development Center, reduced to $2,250 for fall semester only.
. AP22, allocation to ASUNM-government for Uilited States Student
Associl!tion conference, reduced to $583.75.
AP24, Union~ctivii~Program, reduced to$3,950.
AP25, Returmng Students Association, reduced to $'/90.55 for fall
semester only.
AP27, Disabled on Campus, reduced to $487 for rali semester on1y.
AP30, $2,050 to Panhel!enic CounciL
R15, concerning assistance to NicaragUa,
R16, concerning nuclear energy, with amendments.
. ..
CORRECTiONS:
AP21, for the Undergraduate Student Association Cl!reer
Placement and . Development Center was· misll!bled "Cancer''
Placement and Development Center t~o weeks ago. The ASUNM
Sehate regrets the error.
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Six stories, one plot:

The Romance of OurAge
isTechnolog~

Rende:<;vous
In Spain.
You're a software
applications
specialist.
When you picked
this career, you
never dreamed that one day you'd
rendezvous in Barcelona, Spain
with two Navy destroyers.
But when your company is Texas
Instruments and one of your customers is the U.S. Sixth Fleet, you
learn to expec:;t the unexpected.
The destroyers are equipped with
Tl.computers and they need new
software fast. You come aboard and
sail with the Fleet until your job is
completed.
Not a bad assignment for a software specialist n.amed SusLe.You're
glad you got into technology.
The Incredible
Talking Chip.
You're an integrated circuit
designer at TL
You've helped
find a way to make
a chip talk, something no integrated
circuit has ever done before.
First application; an electronic
aid that helps children learn to spelL
The world's first talking textbook.
And that's just the beginning.
The talking chip's potential is mindbending. You're glad you got into
technology.

The Salesman's
Dream.
You're a Tl sales
engineer. You've
got what is probably one oft he
rnost irresistible
selling messages in the history of
salesmanship.
It goes like this: "Hold this T/-59
Scientific Calculator in your hand.
Now, let's compare it to the most
popular computer of the 1950sthe IBM 650.
'The 650 weighed almost three
tons, required five to 10 tons of air
conditioning and 45. square feet of
floor space. And it cost $200,000
in 1955 money.
"Now look at the Tl-59 Calculator
you're holding in th,e palm of your
hand. It has a primary memory
capacity more than double that of
the 650. It performs its principal
functions five to 10 times faster.
And it retails for under$300."
With a story like this, the hardest
part of your job is holding onto your
sample. You're glad you got into
technoJogy.
The Joy Of
Complication.
You're in semi·
conductor design
at Tl, You love it
when people at
parties ask )tou ··
what you do. You say, "l make
things complicated." (Pause.)
"In fact, I got promoted recently for
creating.some major complications.''
What you mean (but seldom
explain) is this: the more active
element groups (AEGs) you can put

on a single chip of silicon, the more
the average AEG cost goes down.
In short, you make things cheaper
by rnaking them more complicated.
Your work rnade it possible for a
Tl consumer product that sold three
years ago for about $70 to sell
today for $1.4.95.
Your future looks wonderfully
compl.icated. You're at about 100,000
AEGs per chip now and 1,000,000
is in sight.
You're glad you got into technology.
Outsmarting
Smog,
You've always
designed airborne radars for
Tl customers.
Now, aHofa
sudden you know your next radar
design is going to stay atthe airport.
On the ground.
It's on the ground t11at tra11ic
controllers at Los Angeles International Airport have a problem.
They can "se.e" incoming and outgoing airplanes on their radar just
fine, so long as the airplanes are iQ
the air.
But when the airplanes are on the
ground ~touching down, taking off,
taxiing, parking -they are sometimes impossible to see and control.
Ground smog obscures them.
Youbelieveyou have anansw_er.
. tb tne smog problem·. YoU dig out
the plans for an airborne grou~d
rnapping radaryou helped des1gn.
You adapt the design so the L.A.
controllers can use 1t to see through
smog. It works beautifully.
Today your smog-piercing radar
is widely known as Airport Surface

Detection Equipment (ASDE). It'&
standard equipment at L.A. International and at the airport in
Geneva, Switzerland. Oth.er airports
with smog and snow problems are
expected to have it soon.
You're glad you're in technology.

Oil Sleuths
International.
You're a geophysicist. .A .good
one. You could be
with any of the big
off companies. But
you wanted to get with a company
whose specialty is the same as
yours. Exploration.
That's why you're at Tl, in
Geophysical Service.
Tl explorer ships, Tl photogeologic aircraft and Tl truck- and
tractor~mounted vibrator systems
are working all over the world.
They're finding oil. And they're
identifying areas where no oil
exists, thereby saving huge l.osses
in drilling costs.
Also, Tl's worldwide computer
networkcand its Advanced Scientific
Computer is making S-D recording
and processing possible. This exclusive exploration technique is the
only practical way to unscramble
''no-record" areas on land and sea.
You're a happy sleuth. You're in
on tbebiggesthuntin history. And
your team is out in front.
You're glad you got into
- technology. ·

If you're not in techn,ology yet, think it over.
If you are in technology, talk to Texas Instruments.
Campus Interviews
Oct. 10-11 No~ 12-13

See what TI is doing in:

send for the 34-page picture sto.ry
of Tl people and places.

Write: George Berryman, Texas Instruments
Corporate Statfing 1P. 0. Box 225474,
M.s. 67, Dept. CG, Dallas, Texas 75265

• Microcomputers and microprocessors
• Semiconductor memories
• Linear semiconductor devices
• Microeleotronicdigltalwatches
• Calculators
• Mirlicomputers: hardware, software
· and systems featuring software
compatibility with microprocessors
• Distributed computing systems
• Electronic data terminals
• Programmable contror systllms
• Data exchange systems
• Advanced Scientific Computers
• Digitalseismic data acquisition
systems

• Airtraffid control radar and Disc reM
Address Beacon Systems
• Microwave landing systems
; Radar and infrared systems
• Guidance and controls for tactical
missiles
• Worldwide geophysical services
• Clad metals for automotive trim,
thermostats, and electrical contacts
• Interconnection products for eleotronic telephone switching systems
• Temperature-sensitive controls fo.r
automobiles and appliances
• Keyboards for calculators and for
many other products

.-

.. ... .... · . FINANCI-4-L SCORECARD:
ASUNM. funds, 1919-80:$327,712 (esthnatedl.
ASUNM. budget,. 1979-80: $246,07() (estimated: includes fixed
expenses).

Money ava~lable for appropriations this year; $66,200 (estimated).
Money avadabl~ for appropriations this semester: $41,854,
Money approprmted this semester: none,
Appr.opriat.ion bills pending: .$41,7\15,10 (excludes APl4, APi 1 and
AP18,,for;whtch other funds have been provided by UNM).
_(Edttors note: All estimates are based on figut(Js obtl!med from
Mtchael Roeder, associate director, New Mexico Union.)

TEXASI~STRUMENTS
INCORPORATED
An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F

rl
I
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Golfers swing for nationals
By Martin. Janowski
"We're going for the whqle thi11g, We
have the p~rsQnnel to repeat the WAC
title and to win the na:tionals."
No, this is not Norm Ellenberger
talldng !\bout hi$ basketball team. Dwaine
Knight, UNM golf coach, is the voice
behind these confident preclictions.
In fact, Ellenberger himself told Knight
privately that the UNM golf team may be
the first Loho varsity sports team evert()
bring the University of New Mexico a
national championship.
One of the reasons for Knight's optimism as he b!lgins his third year of
coaching at UNM is the return of three
strong veterans from last ye!lr's WAC
champions. The Lobo men finished fifth in
nationals, just 13 strokes off the pace.
Junior Curt Byrum and sophomore
Mike Putnam, two players who par·
tidpated in nationals last year, return to
the course joined by junior John Fields.
Knight had an excellent recruiting yep.
UNM was able to recruit Doll Hurter_from
Honollilu, -Hawaii, the -i978 National
Junior Champion.
Tony St. John, a high school All·
American. from El Paso, •rexas has also
been signed.
Added to the list of Knight recruits is
junior-college transfer Tommy Armour
III. If .that name sounds familiar to

. golfing buffs, it should. He is the grandson of Tommy Amwur, the legendary
golfer. Knight said th'lt the acquisitiqn of
Armour has given New Mexico's golf team
more national coverage, with Knight
receiving calls from Sports ll/Itstrated and
various golf magazines.
Four walkons complete a strong ten
man squad.
Dal Daily from Highland High School
in Albuquerque, two South Dakotans,
John Baum .and 'l'om Byrum, and Steve
Smith, a nativ<! of Iowa, are all expected
to help the squad this year, Knight said.
Robbie Powell, a transfer from the
University of Arizona, has been redshirted
this year.
"We knew we had the nucleus of a good
team, but we didn't know whether we
would have any depth," Knight said. "I
didn't know how well our young players
would perform in competition."
The AU College Golf Classic, held last
week in Oklahoma City turned out to be a
pleasant surprise for Coach Kiiignt. Tlie
Lobos finished third behind Oklahoma
State and Oral Roberts University.
The Lohos lost by only eight strokes,
which gave Knight and the golf team
added confidence..
"We felt good about our opening,
tournament, the fact that we played that
close to anumber•one;ranked team in their

with a 71-73-70, J.ohn Fields, wi~h 1"168·71·
76, Tony St. John with a 13-68-75, and
Mike Putnam with a 75- 73·74.
Knight said he W(!:S impressed by the
play of the younger members. He said
they are playing better than the veterans.,
which makes for att evenly matched
competitive atmosphere.
Despite the competition, Knight said
there is a team-oriented spirit on the
squad this year, ''It's really hard to have
team spirit in such an individualistic
sport, but it's here this year. Everybody's
pulling for everybody else on the team,"
Knight said.
The locker room of the UNM golf team
bespeaks the confidence of this young
team. Signs over the bulletin board say
"NCAA Champs", "100. EFFORT", and
''All TheW ay".
,
The Lobos head for Colorado Springs
.Dwaine Knight
for the Falcon Invitationlll at the Air
Force Academy_O_ct. 5.7, Thirty teams areo.wn backyard, ... Knight said. "It mea.iit- - expect~ to- participate, The Lobos will
that our team had the potential to play
take a five-man squad.
with anyone in the country."
It is still too early in the season to know
If the talent of the team or the
Leading the individual scoring was
Armour. He finished the three day
salesmanship of Knight will make the
UNM golf team national champions.
tourney in third place, with three consecutive 69's.
Knight thinks that any problems this year
Curt Byrum tied for tenth, witli scores
may come from mental lapses rather than
o£73-68-69.
lack of talent. "Golf," he said, "is one
Other Lobo finishers were Don Hurter,
game that's won between the eats.''

Invitational attracks top tracksters
Colorado State and UTEP
appear to be the teams to beat in
the Lob_o Invitational CrossCountry Meet Saturday at
UNM's North Golf Course, said

CENTRAL_
INTELLIGENCE
AGENCY
EMPLOYMENT
Unique professional
opportunities
are
available for those
graduating in June or
August 1980 in the
following fields:
Economics
Electrical & Electronic
Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Nuclear Engineering
Computer Science
Chemistry
Physics
• Political· Science
*Foreign Languages
*Foreign Area Studies
*Journalism
*International Relations
Geography

*Graduate students
Preferred.
All assignments are in
Langley, Virginia. Some
require foreign traveL U.S.
cittz~nship is required.
Send Resume To:

P.O. Box 10748,
Edgemont Branch,
Golden, Colorado 80401

Resume
Applications
must be mailed
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UNM women's Coach Tony
Sandoval. The meet begins at 11
a.m.
"The Rams have much depth
and great leadership in national

competitor Amy Lafoon,"
Sandoval said.
tJTEP's Debbie Mitchell was
the mile indoor national
champion lastyear.

Defencling regional champion
Colorado, ranked third nationally
last year, will return without top
tracksters Mary Decker and
Dana Slater,
Other top runners include
Northern Colorado's Judy
McCreery, who placed second in
the 5000-meter tun at regionals, Air Force's Annette Weber and
Wyoming's LaAndra Barrinaga,
the-national junior cross·country
champion from Canada.
Strong returning runners
JanetWroblewski, Regina
America's most loved television characters will be Tickets are available- at all 'l'icketmaster
Dramiga, Margaret Metcalf and
in Albuquerque this weekend to play softball to locations.
Lynn Brasher are included. in the
Special
Olympics.
.
A
pre-game
warm•
up
party
is
planned
at
Graham
benefit the New Mexico
..
..
., . "
..
. , . . ,
Central Station op Saturday from 6:30p.m. to 9:00 Lobo Hne-up.
Joining
them
Will
be
The cast from ABC s Happy Days, mcludmg p.m. with all proceeds going to the Special
P.otsie We?er, Ralph. Mal ph and Richie Cun· Oly~pics. Cover charge is' $5.
newcomers Colleen Murphy,
rungham, will take on the" Albuquerq~e All-Stars,"
The "Happy Days" cast will be available for Margaret Bagi, Chris Wooten
and Judy Bierbaum.
composed of m~mbers of tbe local medm, Sunday at autographs and, of course, clisco dancing.

Potsie, Ralph Malph, Richie
to bat for Special Olympics

~~S~=·

.

.

.

.

.

Mickey Henry, director of the New Mexico
Also at bat for the celebrities will be Penny Olympics, said no cameras will be allowed at the
Marshall, from "Laverne and Shirley" and Toni disco, but with .a contribution of$10, individuals can
Danza .from J_jT·axi."'
have their picture taken with the celebrities.
dates open Sunday at noon, with game time set
The Special Olympics is a program of sports and
for2p.m.
recreation for the mentally retarded.

•: The

; insurance? ;

Health Center needs volunteers Wtth acne, to help detertntne the effectiveness
of a new topical antibiotic for treabnent.. :Patiet\ts must be. available fol.'
examination bi:weekly and should not be taking· oral antibiotics or cortieosteroids.

:
•

For further information contact
Call or D~. Padilla

,:
•

•
•·

DcrmatologyOivision
UNM8chool of Medicine

•
•

•
•

••
•••

. like these:

•
University of New Mexico _Division of .Dermatology and the S_tudent • ·•

•
•
:
•

277-4757

•

0

•

••
•

Meanwhile, O!l Capitol Hill,
House Banking Committee
members and the Treasury
Department today . blamed each
other for the public's confusion
between the new Anthony dollar
and the quarter.
The gQvernment also is
studying the possible elimination
of bulky 50·cent coins, but
rejected suggestions that the
penny be scrapped.'
The recommendations were

•

RAM ALLAH, Israeli-::-_O~cupied_ West_ Bank
.!UP I) _:The Rev: Jesse Jackson touted a. rundown
Palestinian refugee camp Tuesday and accused the
United States of injustice for giving more aid to
I~n1el than to the refugees.
"America is a party to an arrangement that
gives $2 billion to 3 million people (Israel) and
gives $50 million to 2 million (:Palestinian refugees)
and by no arrangement of arithmetic is that
balanced or is it justice.'' he sa.id..
,Jackson, head of Operation PUSH-People
UnilPd to Save Humanity-and his party toured
the Kalandia Refugee Camp and expressed
.
.
sympathy for the plight of its :eside.nts.
"1 understand this camp. l1dent1fy heav1ly w1th
tJ1is camp ... the stench, the open sewers- this is
nothing new to me. This is a reminder," the
American civil rights activist said.
One of 20 such camps in the West Bank and the
Gnza Strip, Kalandia, bas a population of 5 . 800,
including 1,800 children in two schools on double
sbifts.
,Jackson sai(l he recalled his own children in

NEW YORK (UPI)-Seeds of
killer clisenses that sprout in
adulthood are present in many of
-the world's 10-to·14 war olds,
the American Health Foundation
reported Tuesday.

Scientists from the United
States and 14 other nations
described the "seeds" as bad
health effects from junk food and
unhealthy lifestyles.

i~ WOMIN'I
f lii,J, <:.li.IU!I
11\\l,~ BooK.~ I
CHI\DR!N I !

!; SCI!NCl. 135fiCIION
. BOOKS
Harvard SE .

~

~
=
10 5'30 Mon-Fri 10-5 Sat . •
~neneneueneneuen•n•n"rleneuerten•

better than 1SEATTLE {UPI)·~This is a
tale of two Franks and one busy
blonde, named Betty,
Both Franks, in their 50s, were
frankly surprised Sunday night
when they discovered they
married the same Betty.
Police reports said Frank no. 1
was a:wakened by a late night
knock at the door of his
Magnolia-area home. On the
doorstep was.Frank no. 2, who
. said he was looking for his wife.
B.e'd spotted her car outside.
Frank no. 2 begged -to differ.
Frank no. 1 called police.
When an officer arrived, he
found Betty, 44, who .appeared to
be very ill, trembling in the back
room. He asked her to come to
the door.
When Frank no. 2, still waiting
at the doorstep, finally saw
Frank no. l's wife, he exclaimed:
"Betty, why did yon do this to
me?H

'rhis means cancer, heart
Beety replied:. "I'm sorry, but
disease and stroke "will be even 1 d9 n't know you." Then she
more prevalent' when today's fainted.
generation of children reach
The policeman called an aid car
maturity," said the foundation's for Betty while the two
president, Ernst Wynder.
bewildered Franks looked on.

ITTOOKA
HUNDRED YEARS
mMAKETHISBOOT.
Here's one· oflhe lateSt styles

ftom Fryc.lt com~s from m_~re

than 100 years ofbcnchcraft..mg
experi~nce. Knowing the old strtes

is part of how FrYe kc_eps coromg_

HARVARD BUSINESS SCHOOL

up \vith-fresh new styles. Yet
even though our styl es-m~ychange
over the: years, ou'r-qualit)' and
ttaftsrnanshlp remain the same-,

MBA PROGRAM
An Admisslo 11 s Representative frot_lt.

The bilst.

FRYE

. _

Harvard Graduate School of Business AdmuustratJOn
will be on campus
·

•

Jlridny,

Ladies' and Men's·

20% Off

· Contact the

Cat·eer PlanrlJng atl d

0

:tJ

men's

Harvard Jl.u.s!nos~ School is committed to.
the principle o£ equal qd ucnt~onal opp~rtunJty
and evaluates candidates Wt!ftout rcgar~ to
rucel S<!X,-crced, national origin or htUtdrcap.
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in the
Games Area
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an informatiotl session .
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Pia cement Cc nter

fo.r more details and to sign Up for

1 a free r~~f-~~~Notation ••
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Novc,mber 2, 1979

to meet with students interested in
the two-year MBA Program
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Two Franks

Chicago when he learned the camp offers-at most a9th-grade education to Palestinian children,
"which means they cannot compete in the world
standard of education, .. I identify strongly with
this.u
At one point during the visit, a 30-year-old
refugee, Kahlid Zawawe, burst in on Jackson as he
was being briefed by an administrator from the
U.N, Relief and Works Agency, which runs the
camps.
.·
.
.
"I am a Palestinian," Zawawe shouted m
Arabic. "I have been imprisoned, tortured. I have
had two operations. In the name of our people,
ple!!se do something.
Jackson earlier went on .a walking tour of the
ancient walled city of Jerusalem with Mayor Teddy
Kollek as his guide. He was originally scheduled to
visit the Israeli-supported Christian .Enclaves in
South Lebanon.
B.e walked downhill through the narrow streets
of the city, shook the hands of Arab shopkeepers
and kissed babies as if he were a campaigning
candidate.

Poor health habits cause diseases

Choice of
•
. •
• .. . Coverages . .
• Call or visit today for.

•
•

•
contained in a report prepared by
Me.mhers of two banking workhorse of the American
a government task force com· .subcommittees that held. joint currency- system, and as such is
prised of representatives of the . hearings on the Anthony dollar, the costliest item in it,"
The report acknowledged that
Treasury Department, the U.S. which has been in circulation 275
Mint, the Bureau of Engraving million strong s.ince July 2, called the "dollar is the basic unit of
and Printing and the Federal the new coin ''a. turkey.," "an U.S. currency."
Reserve System,
.
edsel,'' ''just short of a national
''A strategy of coin-for-paper
The Treasury Department disgrace'' and a near "total
displacemen.t
seems the most
cautioned that the recom- disaster'' reminis¢ento£Skylab.
practical one in the cont~t. of
mendations "have not been
balancing
the
confhctmg
adopted or endorsed by the
But other members and federal elements · of gowrnment cost
treasUry, but are being sent to
monetary
officials- all avoidan<;:e
and
public
C011gress and made public as part
women-defended the coin preferences,'' the report said.
of the review process before final
bearing the likeness of the
At; today's Congressional
decisions are mad'e.-"
famous women's suffrage leader hearing, Federal Reserve System
The
most wide-ranging
and said it needs more time to staff director William H. W a!lace
possibili~y, the report said,
gain acceptance, just like all testified use of the coin could
might be gradual clisplacement of
other
new products,
save the government $50 1ni!lion
the $1 bill with the new Anthony
a year and could lead to eventual
dollars-which have been greeted
The government task force
elimination of the $1 and $2 bills .
coolly be the public- and by $2
reported "the $1 bill is the
bills .

Jackson sees refugees

Convenient Pa~~~ •
men! Plans
•
Country-wide
••
Claim Service

: •• 0
•
: •• 0 Dependable
•
Protection

•

WASHINGTON (tJPI)-The
government said Tuesday it is
considering the system&tic
replacement of the $1 bill- the
most popular unit of U.S.
currency-with Susan
B,
Anthony dollar coins and $2 bills.
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Treasury may drop $1 bill
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Arts
Hollis Frampton s

SuppHt'ii',

WCIIVilig~

IUHl h:mdii\Hdl1 d!1lhing

ters of American Avant Garde
1

diJ:iSC~,

_

2()5 StatHifonl Sf!:
265~9100
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VERNAL EQUINOX

FREE WEEK at

Wed. Sept. 26th 8:00 only

ASU NIVI Students $1.25

General

Isokinetic Fitness Inc.
The first and orzly litnc:;s
center with Isokinetic Equipme•1t
in New Me~icol
Use this coupon to receive your

Union (SUB) Theater

~~~~

Free Week of Workouts
Get in shape for the slopes

all
tirJ!l.'S

""

cu~d

For all of your copy needs

COPIES only 3Y2¢overn·
Professional "'"fyping

increase your speed and endurance

1921 Carlisle NE
J,i

.~.JJ~~-{tom

cumpus:

265-8097

>

Passport Photos
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FOREIGN AUTO SERVI:CE
EXPERT SERVICE ON MOST FOREI.G N MAKES

V!c!d Pasquale as Daisy (;amble, center, tells her friends in song ["S. S. Bernard Chon'1.abouther
__ v;stt to.herpsychiatristc- Ann Waldorf, Pail/a Sanchez, -Fdwitia Zamora and Gina Franchi-;,;; left to
rtght, ltsten and dance, (Photo by SherrY Clancy)
-

Tiffany's JOn A Clear Day' lively

Associatf!
Professor Tim App
. f h ts
· unttt· led works,
· studtes
· m
· subtle color range. (Photo
by SherrY Clancy)
. shows t woo
SEPT.
21-22

Vievver's ei7Jotions vital
tovvard art appreciation
SEPT. 26·27
Bicycln 7:30
Shoushine S 15

OUR HOMECOMING "OU/iEN'' OF COMEDY
DIRECTFROMLAS VEGAS
FRI. OCT, 5

8:15

Phyllis Diller
AHs~ats resen1ed- $8.00, $7,00, $5.00

(thiS program is not on subscription)
THE AMAZING
MON. OCT. 8

7:30
THE ARENA

SAT. SEP. 29
7:30

CHIOfiSfl_8CROB8.TS
& {l'\~GICIMS

oi'TI\IWlll)

Reserved
tickets;
SB.OO, $1,00- $5.00 Gen'l • Adm •
1'
•
'
l.z. Price for students, children~ seiJiors
• BEAUTIFUL T/IAVIiL-A.!JVENTURE FILM
BILL MADSEN'S

TI-ll;; 6Pt;LL of IR!;;LAND
Adults $2.50- Students and Seniors $2.00

CLASSICS THEATER PRESENTS
WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE'S
THUR. OCT. 11

By Sherry Clancy
The Tiffany Playhouse has
done it again with their
production of "On A Clear Day
You Can See For.ever." Directors
Pat Button and Susan Hafenfeld
are to be congratulated on their
sucessful efforts to produce a
lively and thoroughly entertaining musical comedy. "On
A Clear Day'' portrays both
seriously and humorously the
subjects of ESP, reincarnation,
and
psychiatrist-patient
relationships.
Vicki Pasquale plays Oaisy
Gamble, an ordinary young
woman who possesses not-so·
ordinary clairvoyant powers, and
who has a naive attraction for her
psychiatrist, Dr. Mark Bruckner.
Pasquale, with her excellent
vocal capabilities and captivating

COMEDY of 'ERRORS
O_ctober 11, 12, tJ: 8;15- f:ictilber 14:2:15
Adults $5.50, S4,50, $3,00- Students, Seniors Sl.IJO discount

For More Information

Call 277-3121

A
'"'--UNMThe Southwest's Center for the Arts-""'

By Sherry Climcy
The appreciation of art can be a sensuous eK· department this large, which makes it ensier to
focus. There is freedom in having .a number of
?erience. Too many people take for granted the
1dea that art must be viewed solely on an in· choices~"
App, who was an assistantptofessor at Pamona
tellectual level. The emotions of the artist as well
College in California before coming to UNM
as ~he_ observer are as important to the ap· appreciates being away from the everyone-knows:
precmttOn of art as its historical or technical
~veryone:else atn;osphere of a small college.
significance.
There . IS a feelmg of commonality in being
"1 used. to be afraid of emotion as it related to my
respons1ble to a department chairman as opposed
work: but now I realize that my paintings are
to being reponsible to the whole system.
e':'ot10n-they are myself," says Ohio-born artist
· SOJnething _n-eeds to be dime, though, about the
TJlnothy ApP· "I think too many people look at uncertainty that teaching assistants a forced to
art, especmlly abstract art, with certa.in ex·
experiente as. a result of the tenure system " he
pectat~o~s and assumptions. Or they intellectualize
~ays. "It . is .more tenuous than anything' else.
about 1t mstead of feeling it."
rhere seems to be an ethical gap in this respect."
App, who has been with the UNM Art Depal'·
App feels that there is only one real conflict In
tment for the last two years, has strong feelings
about art, how it is understood and how it is being both artist and teacher, and that is the lack
of thnc to do everything. But at the same time. he
taught. He recently led a panel discussion centered
around the L.A. A,?strac.t Painting Bxhibit which thinks_ that .artists should be able to stlp~ort
showed at the Fm~ Arts Center Museum this themselves, that they should not look to others for
their support. He docs not believe in the old saying
month.
that
"those who can, do, and those who can't,
"I think there exists a rift between the
teach."
University artists and the community artists "
"In order to share your knowledge, you must be
App says. "I would. like to be instrtlh1ental in
·
connected
to. your work and your work must be
closing that rift, hence the panel discussion.
connected to your teaching," App says. "When I
Albuquerque artists seem to support one another
am involved in my work, I just shut down other
!:"d I think ,that is. good, but there is still that
activities.
It is important to me to be able to go
1vo;r towElr attitude that permeates academic
home
and
unplug
the phone. My energy has to be
settmgs."
focused, That involves a certain amount of
. But, according. to App, there are also definite
a?vantages ,to ~eing a part of the University en- solitude."
Both the artist and his paintings emit a feelh.Jg of
VJtonment. I hke to 15et involved in things. Being
ce?teredness
and dnr.ity. These qualities are
a teacher prevents msuladty. It gives me the
eVIdenced in his work through App's skillful us!l of
opport~nity. to interact with other human beings.
There JS also a great amount of diversity in a closely keyed. ~olo.rvalues and symmetry.

Instructor to play
Stradivari violin

stage presence, brings to life both
Daisy Gamble and her previous·
life counterpart, Melinda Wells.
Eric Hardin does an admirable
job of playing the intrigued Dr.
Bruckner, and elicits a number of
laughs with his sardonic enac·
tment of the nontraditional
psychiatrist.
Steve Blake, a newcomer to
Albuquerque and the Tiffany
Players, tur.ns the rather dull
white·collar·type character of
Warren Smith into a delightful
and. almost likable character in
his enactment of Daisy Gamble's
fiance'. Norman Luper does an
_ace om plished portrayal of
Edward Monciref, a past-life
husband of Daisy's.

sequences were refreshing and
stimulating; not to mention the
rest of the 20 musical numbers
which were very polished and
highly entertaining.
Tiffany Playhouse, situated in.
Mercado Mall, Sheraton Old
Town, is a friendly and comfortable place to spend an
evening. The theatre is small and
lends itself to entertainment on a
variety of levels. The Playhouse
is a non-proHt, cooperative
endeavor and worthy of com·
mtinity support.
''On A Clear bay You Can See
Forever", book imd lyrics by
Alan Lerner, music- by Burton
Lane, will run through October
6th. Season tickets are available
·for $18 or $13 for students and
Expertly .choreographed and senior citizetts, or $4 and $3 at
energetically performed dance the door,

Third album proves victory for Kihn

•MERCEDES
• PORSCHE
• DATSUN

• VOLVO
• SAAB

•BMW

VISA

•TOYOTA
• MG

•VW
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BEFORE YOU PICK UP
YOUR .DEGREE,
PICK. OUR INTERVIEW.
Contact your placement office
for interview ·dates.
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AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER .M/F

With The Naked Eye
Greg Kilm Band
BeMrkley[EA)

By George Gesner
'l'here cornes a time when you
must offer all superlatives in
praising a rnusicallandmark, and
With the talents of the. relatively
unknown Greg Kihn Band,
momentum is building.
Springing out of the club scene
in San Francisco, the band is
starting to make waves with this
brand new release, and one can
only say it's about time. Last
year Kihn came out with one of
the best albums of the year, Next
of Kilm, but it only met with
moderate suc.cess. I:lowever, that
third album showed signs that
the Kihn following was growing,
There was a combination of
•·aucous new wave, intricate
ballads and full-production rock
tracks along the lines of Wish·
bone Ash. The album is flawiess.
And. so it leads us to With the
Nah~d Eye; another expected
victory forl(ihn. £(ibn ohceagain
blends his reverence of 60s music
with his acute $ense of the '7.0s.
Se~king Otttslde writers OI1 two
llccasions only stl'engthens the
group's proficient songwl'iting.
. 1'he arrnngernenCs on J3ruee

Airwaves album infectious

Next Stop
A UNM violin teacher is Airwaves
scheduled to give a .concert A&M.
tonight . on a 240-year·old
Stradivari violin in Keller Hall.
By George Gesner .
, L.eonard Felberg, who has been .. Pop, music can be tasty and well· prepared. Airwaves follows their
'studying violin since age eight, sparkling debt1t album, New Day, with another platter of palatable
will be accompaniE!d by his wife songs.
Arlett!l on piano at8115.
" Ne~t ,·~top. is full ..~.f infectious .numbers such a~ the title ttack,
. Talkn; ro Myself, . Love On the R.un" and "Ain't Got Love." As
. 'rhe Felbergs plan to play was .evident on the1r last album the threesome of Ray Martine,, John
p.e.ces composed by Vivaldi,
Gneg, Beethove.n, Ravel and Dav1d and Dave ~ha~les combine their keen .knowledge of sttldio
technology. and the1r g1fted sense of songWriting to once again bring
Paganini.
·
out-an
album that deserves a~tontion:
·
'I'he concert is open to the
Airw~vcs. is the kind of group that would l'elieve some of the
public,
Get~eral ·admission
stagnatJon
tn the top 40, and it's not often yon find an album that
tickets ate $2, fncuity and staff
compels
you
to slug along,
nte$1 and students a.t·e 50 cents.
,.
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Springsteen's "Rendezvous" and.
J a nathan
Richman's
"Roadrunner'' are penetrating
and heartfelt.
1" the Naked Eye features
crisp staccato guitar that jumps
right at the listener; and
"Getting Away With Murder" is
a ballad tbat puts to sbame
anything Elvis Coste!lo has ever'
done. The group adds the bistro
touch with "Moulin Rouge'' and
rocks with "Beside Myself."
As mentioned before, Kihn's
last album had longer fullproduction tack numbers sUch as
HChillatown/ 1 "Understander,''
"Remember" and "Secret
Meetings." On this album Kihn
limits himself to one, a piece
called "Fallen Idol." ln this

chllractetizaton of a rock star,
Kihn takes tbe myth of the rock
star idol and deflates it.
Greg Kihn on rhythm guitar
. and vocals is backed by one of the
tightest outfits ;around. Dave
Carpender soars on lead and
bassist Steve Wright and
drummer Larry Lynch make up
an impeccable rhythm section.
The Greg Kihrt Band are stars
in their own right, but they take
ali unassuming stance which
tends to keep them out of the
spotlight. Nevertheless, theKihn
success formula is working as
their cult .following groWs; imd
one can't help but realize that.
they have achieved it oh their
own terms.

Bond election benefits/a ted
Rudolofo Anaya and David Johns.on of UNM'.s English Depart·
ment, wm read fro!ll their works at a benefit perfonnance at the KiMo
Theatre; Fifth and Central, on Thursday, September 2.7 at 8 p.m.
The performance, culledRhytlun$ o/the Southwest, is sponsored by
the Rio Grande Wtiters Association in support of the upi:omlng
municipal bond election Which wil! ha.ve several important cultural
·issues on tl1e .slate.
The program will open with jazz by the A1buquerqtil) Jazz Quintet,
led by Arlen AshPr, followed by readings by local authomlncluding
Carol Berge, Joy Hnjo, KMen McKinnon, and No-rman Zollinger.
'l'hete will be an autograph party and wine reception in tbe lobby.
'l'ic!rets !lte $2 at Ticke!;ItuJster or at the doot.
·
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